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Abstract 

This tutorial introduces some important 
tasks of Web content mining and their con-
nections with natural language processing 
(NLP), and encourages NLP researchers to 
join the Web content mining research.  

1 Introduction 

Web mining consists of usage mining, structure 
mining, and content mining. Web usage mining 
refers to the discovery of user access patterns from 
Web usage logs. Web structure mining tries to dis-
cover useful knowledge from hyperlinks. Web 
content mining aims to extract/mine useful knowl-
edge from Web page contents. This tutorial focuses 
on Web content mining and its extensive connec-
tions with natural language processing (NLP).  

In the past few years, there was a rapid expan-
sion of activities in Web content mining because of 
the huge amount of valuable information of almost 
any imaginable type on the Web and significant 
economic benefits of such mining. However, due 
to the heterogeneity and the lack of structure of the 
Web data, automated discovery of useful knowl-
edge still presents challenging problems. This tuto-
rial introduces several such problems. These prob-
lems all have strong connections with NLP. In the 
tutorial, special attentions will be paid to such con-
nections. Many real-life examples are also given to 
help participants understand research concepts and 
see how the technologies may be deployed to real-
life applications. The tutorial thus has a mix of re-
search and industry flavor, addressing seminal re-
search ideas and looking at the technology from an 
industry angle.  

2 Tutorial Outline 

1.  Structured data extraction 
    The problem 
    Wrapper induction 
    Automated extraction 
    NLP connection 
2.  Information integration 
    The problem 
    Some integration techniques 
    Web query interface integration 
    NLP connection 
3.  Information synthesis  
    The problem 
    Exploiting information redundancy 
    Using syntactic patterns 
    NLP connection 
4. Opinion mining 
    The abstraction 
    Document level sentiment classification 
    Sentence level sentiment analysis 
    Feature-based opinion mining & summarization 
    Comparative sentence and relation mining 
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